Release Notes: Version 4.7.02
FASTBUDGET
Case: 47568 Dev Entry Copy - copy with existing benefits
When copying to a Development Series it is now possible to copy Automatically Generated Benefits as they exist in the source
series. This can be useful when copying a posted budget into a baseline development series for a new year’s development cycle
or when copying Forecast series if benefit rates have changed.
This option is disabled by default but can be enabled in Fast Budget by Millennium with configuration setting 490. The option to
"Copy Benefits as calculated?" is available on the Manage Development Series > Copy tab and the Manage Budget Series >
Copy to Dev Series tab under the “Copy Detailed Records” option.
Warnings:
- If a series has copied benefits, is setup to calculate benefits, is not locked and a benefits recalculation is run the copied
benefits WILL be recalculated.
- If development records are submitted to a Budget Series the Benefits WILL be recalculated.
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Client specific cases may or may not appear in this list, depending on their impact on the baseline applications and / or site specific settings.

Release Notes: Version 4.7.02
Global Changes That Affect All Applications
Case: 47482 Ability to test email messages in the communication center
Added a "Test" button to the email dialog of the Communication Center. This will send a copy of the email that is being composed
to the email address of the logged in user so they can see what it looks like before sending it for real.

Case: 47589 Advanced Options - ability to move more than one row at a time
On the Advanced Options tab, when dragging and dropping columns around to change their display order, users can now
CTRL+click to highlight multiple columns before dragging if they want to move a group of columns all at once.

Case: 47638 Loading a Pinned Report when saved filter value has ' in it
Fixed a bug when loading a Pinned Report if one of the saved filter values contained a single ' quote character.

Case: 47766 FireFox - Display issue with drop down field controls
Fixed a minor display issue with dropdown lists introduced in the latest version version of Firefox (84.0.2).
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